[Ruptured aneurysms presenting with subdural hematoma: management without angiography].
Ruptured aneurysms on rare occasions cause subdural hematomas as described in literature. Sudden deterioration and coma is a common feature in those patients and a emergent surgical attitude is prompt required, even without confirmation with angiography. We described three cases with acute subdural hematomas and little or no subarachnoid hemorrhage caused by ruptured aneurisms who presented with rapid neurologic deterioration. Urgent craniotomy and evacuation of the hematoma was performed without previous angiography in the three patients. In two patients the aneurysm was found during surgical exploration and subsequently clipped; in the remaining patient the aneurysm was embolized postoperatively. The occurrence of a subdural hematoma caused by the rupture of an intracranial aneurysm must be suspected in spontaneous subdural hematomas, especially in association with disproportioned conscious deterioration. All the three patients we report debuted with sudden conscious deterioration. If a ruptured aneurysm causing subdural hematoma is suspected, early surgical intervention is required even if angiography is not available. Severe neurological deficit and uncal herniation might still be reversible if provided decompression can be carried out in promptly. Angiography availability should not postpone surgery. Aneurysm presence should be ruled out whether by surgical exploration or by delayed angiography. Posterior communicating aneurysm are related to formation of subdural hematoma.